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master  
\`mah-ster \ v :

to make oneself 
greatly skilled in



“TRY TO LEARN 
SOMETHING ABOUT 
EVERYTHING AND 

EVERYTHING
ABOUT 
SOMETHING.”

~Thomas Henry Huxley



The second year will give you a

broad survey of the 
finance literature.



But you will also slowly 

refine your 
interests to a narrow 
topic.



Books
finance



Markov process • stochastic 
integration • Ito Calculus • 
feynamn-kac • markov chain • 
optimal stopping • martingales  
• Brownian motion • random 
walks • hjb equation • optimal 
control • viscosity solutions • 
linear functionals • value 
function • markov decision 
process • verification theorem • 
filtration • girsanov theorem

Much of modern finance relies on

stochastic processes and 
stochastic control.



Here are some references.





Papers
reading



You will spend a lot of time 

closely reading 
journal papers
from here on out. 



To avoid 
this…



...You should set-up an 

efficient, well-organized system 
for managing journal 
papers.



Retrieval

Storage

Annotation

Find it! @UChicago+



For every paper, 

write a short 
summary and 
a critique with 
questions 

in your own 
words.



For the most interesting papers, 

re-derive math results 
or replicate
computations.
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Talksseminar



Getting information 
from a seminar is a 
learned skill.



No one is close to 
understanding 100% of 
the seminar 
(not even the speaker).



If you can get just 
three small things 
out of a talk, 
it is a successful talk.



On a clean sheet of 
paper, your goal is 
to write three 
things by the end of 
the talk.



On a clean sheet of 
paper, your goal is 
to write three 
things by the end of 
the talk.

Make them count.
Write down the deep 
stuff…



What is the speaker’s central question?

Why do people care about this question?

What is the speaker’s answer?

Why did the speaker answer this way?

Is the answer convincing?

How might the speaker have answered differently?

What question do you have for the speaker?

How did the speaker answer?



paper
finance



Successful completion 
of an original finance 
research paper is 
required to reach
candidacy for the PhD.



The paper is reviewed by 
the finance faculty in a 
committee meeting in 
late September or 
early October.



Here are some 
important dates...



Topic Approval
early

May

Initial Draft
late

July

Paper Due
early

September

Finance Paper



The curriculum paper 
also is an original research 
paper and requirement for the 
Booth PhD program.



The finance paper and 
curriculum paper requirement 

can be fulfilled by 
the same paper.



Here are dates for the 
curriculum paper...



Topic Approval
late

June

Outline Approval
early

Autumn

Paper Due
last day

Autumn

Curriculum Paper

Paper Evaluation
first week

Winter

Presentation
Winter /
Spring 





Consult your 
advisors 
regularly.

This is imperative.



Your advisors will be 
your cheerleaders in 
the finance faculty 
review meeting.



Consider picking a 
published paper 
and making a 
substantive change.



Write something
simple but 
interesting.



Write your ideas down and 

see where they lead you 
before abandoning them.



The earlier you pause 
reading papers and 

start writing 
the better.



“Any one who reads 
too much and uses his 

brain too little falls into

lazy habits of 

thinking.”
~ Albert Einstein



Set aside dedicated times 
during the week for
deep thinking about
research.



“All truly great 
thoughts are 

conceived 
while walking.”

~ Friedrich Nietzsche



Research papers are 
large projects. 
Cut the work into 
manageable 
parts.



Take breaks and 
put your mind on 
other things.



Each of us needs to
withdraw from the cares 
which will not withdraw from us.”

“Each person 
deserves a day 
away in which no 
problems are 
confronted, 
no solutions 
searched for.

~ Maya Angelou



Give yourself at least 
one month just to 
write the paper.





Thoughts
Concluding 



Second year is when you 
will start developing your 
research interests.



The finance paper begins 
your transition into serious 
academic research.



Enjoying your topic 
and the process is 
critical...



“ One should guard against 
preaching to young people 
success in the customary form as 
the main aim in life. 

The most important 
motive for work in 
school and in life
is pleasure in work, 
pleasure in its result, and 
the knowledge of the value of 
the result to the community. ”

~ Albert Einstein
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